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SUP PL3:i.!INT-4LDATA AliD CAL CUZ.4TIOXS OF
THE LATERAL ST-4BILITY OF AII?PLAN3S*
By Gotthold Mathias
IrI connection with the DVL (Deutsche Versuchsanstalt
fir Lu.ftfa,hrt) Report 272 (reference 1) on the theory of
the lateral stalility of airplanes, the formal results are
here anplified in some respects and their technical sig-
nificar~ce again briefly explained.** Three numerical ex-
amples show how model tests for checking the lateral sta-
bility are to be evaluated and suppler.ented, if necessary,
an,d how the stability limits depend on the design of the
airplane and on the conditions of flight.
I. ASSWPTIONS .41T11LIGITS OF LAT3RAL-STA31LITY CALC~JLATIOITS
Tke DVL Re-oort 272 (reference 1) affords a general
survey of the tl~eory of the lateral stability of air~lanes
for the purpose of giving air-olame designers suggestions
for the tec~nical fulfillment”of stability requirements,
In its essentiai features the investigation follows the
lines well known in German:;, especially as given in the
te:~t~ook of Fuchs and Hopf. In numerous details, however,
the adaptation to the flight requireiflents of the present
necessitated- deviations, especially as regards evaluation
of the order of magnitude, refinement or disregard of in-
dividual terms in the equations of motion.
‘The cnstomary division of the general motion of an
airplane into t’he symmetrical Ion+ituS.inal motion anfi the
unsymmetrical lateral motion assraes, on t“ie one hand, the
-.——- -—,.-.——---- ..- .. . _______‘7i~r::~.l)z..j3!~en uni 3e~-ecnlldn:;stie~.sgielezur Seitenstabili-
t!+.tslehre.11 2.2’.1;., October 14, 1.9.33,pp. 527-29, sad.
October 28, 1$’33, pp. 5ij3-68.
**The systems of coord~.nties, nutation, and nurn”oering of
the formula,s are the s?me il(sreas in
(reSerence 1) .
tile earlier report
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disregerd of the ihflu~tic~e of W+,zjat.i,ons”;”in-the lateral
angle and in the rolling and turning velocities on the
..... .-.,-----
dynamics of the longitudinal motion, and, on the other
hand, the di srega.rd of the- iii%luelwl?,of‘“”‘the,variations
in the angle of attack, in the forward speed and in the
tilting velocity on the dyn”~~i.c”s~..,gtsthe Iqter=l motion,
as likewise the di~regard of all gyros copic effects.
Ca.lcula.tion and experience. ”XhoT:..*ha.+:these conditions are
generally better fulfilled for the longitudinal motion
than for the lateral motion. Thus the results of a spe-
cial investi~at”ion of th~e’I.qteral motion.,~rie.l.d,.a.,.lo~erde-
gr’ee of mathematical- rel.3,a~Dilitythan t~le~very. satisfact-
ory “re”sult.sfor” the .pur,el~’..longitudinal:rno.t.iona.s con-




.. . .., /... ,“.. ,.. , .
...” .:-
Tlie existing kn:tn?l~’dge.regar.tli~g th”e c~alCU1 at ion of
the static longitu%imal: s.-t-ab:ilityslzffices, wi th some re-
liability; to control.,the here determ~ning influences and
to determine in afj,.~~.le;eth limiting value s..for,the, loca-
tion of the center ~i’ gra,vity or the size of the horizon-
tal tail surfaces. As r~gards- the calculation of the
lateral stability, Ii.o.w,ev.r,:we ..yet-have practically no
knowled~e from experience. There are, moreover, very fek
available data from model and flight tests and these are
mostly of no use “f.cm@neral.. a~pli cation. Yor. these rea_
sons numerical coh-kid:er,ationsregarding lateral stability:
can yield, for th~.fti.mebeing, only an estimation of thq .
limits and indicatii.%o”n-s-ofthe methods to be adopted for .
improving the un~%.tis’fac.tory stability con~.itions. Any -;
preliminary ca~culat.ion’ o-fthe lateral stability, as in :I
the case of.longitudinal” stability, is .th.e.reforepossible.
onl,y when sufficient data -from mod-”eltests are- ava.ila~le..
A.s.:t”othe applicability of test results to. other structur-
al :forms “not exactly similar to the models, knowledge can
be gained from experience only in the course of time. , ..
In thi-s report. the results of the theory of lateral
stability :-w.i.11be s“iipplemen.tedas regards the influence
of the ..~~bso~uteairgl~.ne dimen~ionsa The technical re-
s-llts of the theory.vi~l then be applied to three numeri-
cal examples for t-~e purpose of s~~win.g the Wa,Y to the
practical evaluation “of the ;dat&.@-bt.ained,. .,“
.- .
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II. STABILITY CONDITIONS A2TiJTHEIR 32EP3EDEXC3 ON
. 1, ...
+. ~.. . . THE. -43s.~.LTIL~.,~...A1RPz&~W~D”I;i3ySIOiiS:..
.,
,.-. .... ..,,.:.:>..i:--,.:, I .;:.J.[:.,....
.. ..
;,.,“...: ,.. .
..- :In-the three. “~atei~.lilgbtion:!~auati.ofis,the forces and
,.,
moments ‘catibe represent ed::in.the.~form. of:-.sjmple time fac-
tors (see” t’able.I of D~~”’Rep6&tv272.; ~efereace 1) , Those
“?ri;ncipal”.c”omporients.(ia~~tiraoket.s-)“.con”sis.tof nondimension-
al coefficients and dimensional ratios. Nevertheless, t’Qe
influence of ,the initial flight condition and. dimensional
ratios of %he airplane: .Qn’-the:.couT.se.of..the di sturbing mo-
tion are not yet cl%.arl~’~.rnhfiifest~-“since”.ti~emutually de-.
penden.t quantities v,,.,.$J~::..”R/T,’,aPd .ca .(or Cn in ,t~e
fac’torn“~v) b:ccur togethei .:v.wile.relation between t~lese
,.;’ .. . ... ,. ,:. .
.t. ,’
four quantities is .qiv.eihy’”;;the-ex~r’essions
.. ... ..... .. . ... ... . . . . .,,
~ = @’co~.q(j...: .,
.f=F-J;”’572 F’ C:a:‘- ‘?..,.,!s~:; .
q Cos 90 ..+.. . ..
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Ihe influences of the a.lr.:d:ens-iiy;.are&@res. sed .as ..inde-
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~hich depends ex~iusi’~~e’lyon the
:.:!..,..:,“.....
ving loadlng of “the .air-
plaae (contrary to,~he previous representations in German
. . ..-. _— ..— .- . ..-
——- .. _-. .r:.-: ,— ...-. - .-~. ‘ .“--- ‘. “ ‘) -— -~~--~~--.---—----— ...-.— -
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- G/g
and foreign reports. The ratio .— can be desig-
p ~ -0/2
nated, according to Glauertt.s method (reference 2) , as
the relative density of the airplane. This quantity rep-
r,e~ents a relation between the mass of t’he airplane and
its dimensions by taking as the criterion the mass of an
air prism over the”wing area of the height of half the
,.wing span.
Even the lateral-force component of the airplane
weight due to the~ter~ inclination (Zu= G cCJs q. W),
w’nich, after division by the momentum
(g/v? Cos V. w,
v(G/g) , appears in
the form can be transformed according
to the unitary structure”of the other time factors. It is
g J~“ Cos Cpo P.Cosrpo. — —v .Ve Ca ~ Ca
g ~~ CpO
The quantity — - ~
/
is common to all the time
‘e Ca Po
factors. Its reciprocal value represents a time unit T
dependent on the wing loading (Ve) , ‘the initial condition
(Cos vo/ca) and the air density (P/Po)*. Introduction
.
of the time unit
makes th’e phenomena in .t,hedisturbing motions directly
comparable for different airplanes.
Cosq)o
*~or —— . 1 and ~= 1. this time unit (ve/g) isCa o
the acceleration period- from the ve:ocity o to
‘e ‘n
free fall under the influence of g.ra.vity.
.—.——.-——
~--T .- . .: .,,, . ~,. ——p . .. . . .- . -,.—.—
;.,.- ><, ,., .. ... ... . ..>;. ; -. ;’,:.,,:... ..,..’’-,;.,,,-
-.’.’-....... ... ,.
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The time factors for the forces and moments according-
ly receive the following forms.
‘z
T
















(See table I in’ reference 1.)
The,@deciding coefficients for the stability of the
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Technically important for the dynamic and static direction.






B and C can always be .ass”timeclto be positive.
Tfi-etime factors and. the stability coefficients de-
rived from them consist chiefly of riondimensional coeffi-
cients which vary little or not at all with the geometrical
dimensions of the airplane. The aerodynamic coefficients
arc tl~e same for all geometrically similar structures, and
their variation for differing structures is mostly within
narrow limits. Even the relations of the radii of gyration
to the wing span are subject to only slight variations for
the same general airplane structure. Great variations are
due almost exclusively to differences in the power plants
(one or more engines, mounted low or high).
The’only direct dependence on the airplane dimensions
ap;:ea.rsin the tmo time factors of the Static sta~ility
about the vertical and longitudinal axes (ZT and ~kT), in
which the IIrelative density’] of the airplane
gPFb/2
occurs. This gua,ntity (aside from the air density and wing
loading) depends on the span, i.e., on an absolute dimen-
sion of the airplane. This dependence is almost meaning-
less for the dynamic stability conditions, since, according
to equation (21), the relative density (from ‘T or k~)
does not occur at ali in 3; is mostly subordinate in C;
and appears in D, E, and R (~Il(CD - 33)) as a common
factor in the main portions. It is nevertheless of great
F. A, C..4. Technical Memorandum No. 742 ‘7
. .
... .
.. . ... .
importance ‘for the colirse of the individual components of
a disturbing motion .mith re’spect to- time. ,
,.
The,.,~iiue’ urii-t,.. T is likewise important only when the
‘tour.se.of i’lie,rnbtio”ti””itselfis to be folloved under differ-
ent..,a.ssurnp”iitis”.As:ide ‘from the air density and initial, .
..,
.,coridit..i.o’n.,-titd,e%’e,nds%nly on the unit velocity ve
.$ and
yi-ng .loadin,g, w’h~,ch:‘varies within the same limits for large
..an.dsmall ~@.r.plane5. The time unit therefore has no in- .
flilellceon the sta~i.lit~~.conditions .
.,
.,
In sec”tions 111 and IV of the previous report (refer-
ence 1) , the stability. conditions contained in tie dou%le
ineau.ality (22) are thoroughly discussed. From the stand-
point of the airplane designer, the static lateral stabili-
ty (E > O) requires particular attention. The dynamic
condition (C/3)D > E, on the other h%nd, is shown to be
easily fulfilledby posi.ttve directional ,stability. The
structural mean$ for attaining static lateral stability are
only briefly presented here according to -the results of the
deductions in-the -~revious report (reference 1),,-since they
form tile basis for-the interpretation of the iol.lowing nu-
merical’ examples. ., .,. .
. .
Portions of the wing and fu~elage .(inclyding -wheels,
floats, engine nacelles, etc.) pla~~ & prominent part in the
Ilt-arndamping. 1’and especially in the static directional sta-
bility. With respect to the rudder effect, the ‘frelative
t-~rn da.mpingll is defined hy .. ..
.
cd 3?b2 + C1 Fsts2 cd F bz
‘s
6’=–s0 =l+sO (24)
C’ns TSIS2 ~ ‘ ‘ F’52$2 “:. .C“l”:s
.’..
and the llrelative directional stability” by
%$ ~s Fstsr b + cl- ctmso Fb
~=
-—clns Fsls = 1 + c& Fs~s (25)
The relative turn damping cannot be greatly influenced by
strv.ctura.l means. For the most part it has an order of
magnitude of 1-.2 to 1.4. The relative directional stability
.- .. .
?3: - N.+. C.A. ‘Tec’hnica.1 IfiemorandurnNo.. 7.42
. .
on the .-ecnntrary, is very sensitive to structu,r.al measures,
SIICh as the arr~figment Of the whe.~ls, float s.,length of en-
gine nacelles, height and shape of fuselage and, above all,
the location of t-hecenter of gravity of’‘the airplane with
re”sject to the length of the fuselage. The influence of
the~wing is relatively small. An inherently unstable fuse-
lage effect in the directional stability (0:<1) is found
.to,%e favorable for the lateral stability. . !he size of “the
vertical :tail surfaces should be sufficient for directional
stability and lateral-control, but, for reasons of safety,
should not be excessive. A great length of tail is Advan-
tageous for the stat~c lateral stability, only when the un.
stable “&-~&&ct-of” the fuselage on the Eirectioilal stability
is ~elatively small ((s> ~/2) or When, with an increase
in the length of the tail, the directional stability can be
maintained with a reduction in the area of the vertical tail
surfaces; a constant location of t’he center of gravity and




“The moments.a?)out the longitudinal axis” of t:h6 airplane
cone almost exclusively from the wing. The rolling moment
in turnsng should be kept as small as possible. The meeting
of tkis requirement is facilitated by a,-,moderate aspect ra-
tio of the~wing. The flattening. of the lift. distribution
toward the wing tips by warping the wing is-the most impor-
tant means for damping the rolling moment in ~wrning. Deci-
sive for the lateral stability is the static transverse sta-
bility obtained by a s-~itable.dihedral of the, wing.. By in-





XE” b ~ 2 C1mqo. ~., ‘. .Cn
> — . . .
v
b ‘ii ‘u ‘ ‘s 6 c’~f;~ ~—.
(2“6a)
= c1
G. “’ bla “. , ,;
or, as a.n approximation for the now customary structural
forms,
. ..”
Ihe qunatity. .C!-mo takes into account the influence of a
-o
—.——. ~- .—y ~,~,- ~.
-.’.,’ .,
. . .,,.... . .
.. ., “~.’.. . -.-”.-:::..’ ..... ... ..- “:> ..;. .. . . . .. . .. . .....-....’>”.... .
9transverse stability.. of .t~e ~~p+~:fl}~pl~qe, already pres-
ent even wit-bout the tiing &iheflrral. This transverse sta_
bility sometimes reaches quite hi~”n values due to the sveep-
back of the,yi.ngsl, ~Q the hei:gkt of,:t~ue.,vezt:,cq.~.tail sur-
faces and tc$’’bther structural chara.ct’eristics.
,. .. ..<:. -
,.. ,.. .“:-. ..:-,.,.,. .. ..
~:iodeltests by tube”customs.r~ six-c omnonent method
lead to conclusions regarding the la.teral~stability con-
ditions , ..mil?n.,mad~,.ina.cc.~:.,danqe.,,w,i,t’a,.h~:.~etg,r:miningview-
p’oi.nt5. ~~.~qrtl~:}ately.:s?ich..has n?t.,g,enqrally been the-.
case. It c-an”,~”a.sil~.be ac.co,mplisbeiil,..ho~,e,v,er,,as soon a~
tile reouireti.ents,,q,re~”clearly :,un,derst.oo+.. :-$1~l,W.st :t.~o. ~
‘:s.crieso: tests ~a.rqriece-ssaryg.:test:’ wimt~:t~e:,.comp-letej
~ofiel an’d t’ejs:t:~.wi”t~.out‘.’the,~ver.tic.al~t:ai.l.isu~:fac-es.- ;Jor.e_
,.
‘ov,e.r.,,z t%i i!, .sey~i.es,~.of “’{,e.ats:y i.th.d,i,ff.eyept ~win.qd:ihefi,:
dra,ls is u5.efu.l.;ix cfi:s.e.i $ ,,i.s.nqc.ess~r.y-to,.c@a:nge.the di-
‘q~~~dr’iladqp,,t,ed~in,.:tii,e.d,esign Q“f.t:heairplane,;: -..The Retail s
‘ie’ga.’rdingthe,‘,~v.aiti.~t”j,on,..of..s-uch.“s:i:x-p.o,wpo.nen.,tests are I
‘<’iven ~.n secti oriV of t.h,e’:p~r~v,io.u%s.rep~rt:...In s’hort, the
condition, according to”~hi’ch ‘the tes”ts enable conclusions

















If the model is not satisfactory according to the. first .
test results; the”.r~qwis’i”%~ enla.rgje!iento“f the d~hedral
can be ma.iteaccording to equation (25a) or (2Sb) . Here the
qnalltit~
..
.,.,,,,, . . . . ... ,.. :
.. . . . . . .
..
;.
.,. . . ..,, c’ ..-
~.,= ~ . ‘s _ .. .
,-.
.:
. c’1m4,_ ... .Ctmso . .
. ;, (. ..>.. ,.,:.,.”
obtain ed,frQm: the tests must be introduced for the. rela-
tive d.i.recti.onal stability. and the measured. increase c ‘
~
in the rolling .moment for the transverse stability c1
‘~o”
If the results .of model tests vith different dihedrals are
available , the dihedral needed for the desired degree of
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1.: 3v&~aat”io’il’:of- th’e Tests of a Liodel
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.. ,. .. .,
.. . . ..’, :. . . .
..’The~@r”i~inal ptirpose of these model tests, which de+
,“
t,erw,ines‘t-~ei’r“’systematic per f~rmance , is chiefly the “so.+
lut&n: Oifi‘c!o~n~rbl‘problems f-or.~,allthree axes . The most..:.
import%m%’ “values can b“&”’.t.sk.e’nfor’ the considers tion o: .t.hie
.1at era.1.‘St”ab-ili’%y-~.:The’r”eare l~,ckin~ six-component test.s~<
wit.hou.t:v’er%ic~~ tail .surfa.ce,s,instead. of ‘which, ~oweve:~;”
the .avai.l-able’three- c~mpo~erit tests of, the. vertical ,tS,il,.
surf ace s.:al one’,.‘tiithhorizontal tail surfa; ces and fuselage
as a ‘1screen.”, can. be utiiz”ed. The like~ise l~ckirig roll+
ing-,mqnlen%-test s..with .d.ifferen,t win.q dihedral s mtisjtlbe r.e-
pla~ed %y approxima%’e. calculations. “ “~- ‘. .: :. ‘
... .
. ,. ..””
The following mean values must he taken directly from
the model tests.




(c’ma) = 00343, “(.61;:) = -0.2s4, (Clo) = -o,~cj~.
.
aca.s=ll:.
‘.?ithmodel having vertical $ail ,surf’a!o’es:.. -
.
-, apse.-.. . .
.:. .
77ith :riodel o’f.‘k~~~p.@n.swithout hori z on’tal tai”l’ surf aces: ,:
~! a:= 4“.35. -
The ascending coefficients refer to. angles in circu-
lar measure. In the representation of the test results,
the reference point for the nioments is the lea,ding edge in
the middle of the wing. Th”e coefficients cmo and cms
are based on F t; C]m s <,,0 indicates sta.biiity, ..
.“
. .
The test results mus”t’-fiist be c~nyeyt~d to corr”~-”
““:;”.
spend. to the. c.q. of. t-ne”.’ai~p~ane’(rearward. ?o$ ition r/t,
upward position ,h/t, “.vith res:~ect to ‘the’’yeference ‘point ~;””~
of the moments). and. to ,the.s#afi.”.bf
..L:~-.7t~e’+itig0,’~!.:.
..>
:-.. .. ....- ::, .,” .’.;:,a.,~.....?. \, . ... . .
s) Monents ‘a%out’the longitudinal axis.
——— —.. - .7—. .,— _=_.._ ,..—
~ ~. :-. ‘. ,’ ., .-..-. .. . ... . . . :.:., . . .e. - .,. ‘, .- ‘. ,.- .,
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11~ -0.36, & = 0.132S
t 3
~1 = [0.343 + 0.353 X 0.33] 0.1328 = OC()~~5
‘q
1
J!or comparison the transverse-moment increase for t’hewing
alone is estimated on the basis of the model test. Accord-
ing to equation (2) of the previous report (reference 1)
C’am f;~ Su
c1 = —— — v
‘q 2 b/2
where, instead of v, the actual dihedral angle (2.5°)
with respect to a ‘Dackswe;o.tportion (estimated at about
1.50), i.e. v x 0.07 rad., is introduced. The value
Cla= f]~ can %e derived from the val-~e Cta of the model
test according to the formula*
,.
l’or c1 = 4.35 and A= 7.’6” tie accordingly obtain the value
clam f; = 3,S8. with % = 0.5 (a?qroximately rectangu-
b~ . ...
lar outline of the wing halves) we obtain
This velue differ~” but little from the previous one ob-
tained from model tests. Xoreover it leads to the conclu-
sion that the infllzence of tb.e fuselage, tail and landing
gear iS altogether negligible.
— -. ,...-— —-
*’This formuls can be derived from-t”~e expressions (accu-—
rately valid for elliptical wings)..for the marginal
I Clao C1a.m
c a = ——
—. an~ (c;ti f;~) =
clacO ,...,,, 2 c’~.m
1+
. .
.—’ -.. . 1 + -——
Trll .... . .. ml-i
___
effect
—. ——————..- . . ..—_.. . . .. . >—. -.. —-..’..,. -----=- .. —-’- .-—- — —-—
. . . . ., .:. . . .
(i’ .. . . . . .-,-- . . ;- $. hi....‘~ . . . . . . . .- .”-....... .
...
.,.
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.. . ..:.:
b) Moments about the vertical axis.
~1 = [-, (c’m~) + (C’q) ;1: (Sta%i~ity cim~>O)
ms .:




Aceord~ng to the-model sketches .“
Consequently the vertical-tail-surface effect ,.
.
..J .....> ,. . .,:: ,.... .
.. . .
ae.; q-??S’l;. “ ‘ .,.. ... . ,“,.,
~- —.-- = ~ml’”xoc(388~X“.0:36 = 0.035 .
“aa~ F o .- ,. ,.-. ~ ,
.
.,.. ;.
The point of application of the lateral aerodynamic forces
to the fuselage accordingly lies directly under the moment
reference point of the-.inddel test (leading edge in center
of wing) , since, for O accord in% to the first for-r/t. =
m-ala, C1m. = 0.035, i.e. , the same as the vertical-,tail-





.c) Static lateral st~~ility, ” “ ,
,,-.






.. ,, ... )
. . ~~ ,i.~1
. ... .
%ls depends on r~t. Iisnce a Iimitfng line
.-
-...
can..be determined, separating the .-sta.31efrom
~e~iqns. (fig. 1)0 Z-his line has the eauation
Ca, = Wt (r/t)
the uastable
.... .










It is obvious that-the airplane in the “~ra.ctica.le.g. re-
qion (().35.: r/t < 0.45) is already laterally unstable in
gliding flight at ca ~ 0.4.
N. A. C..4. T&chnic al ilemorandurn.I?oo.;‘7.42 13
.... . . .
,..
The extension 02 the lateral stability to higher lift
coefficients is easily dete’rrnined~ when }’pe V,ariatiofi in
the. transverse stability with the llih-edral~~angle’ is-known
from model tests. In the prese~t ‘ease;. hbheve; -i’’the nec’es-
sa~y change in the diiledral caii le determined only by cal -
cwla$ion. The’ goal is reached in~%he ‘si@plest”way ’bj~util-
izing the linear relation between ‘-Ca,.“aild”b’(eqv-ation 26) .
According to figure 1, the Ca ,lirnit is known for. every
C.g. location for the present dihedral of’2.5 percent. Ac-
.,
co~ding to equation (26a), the theoretical limit Ca = O
would be reached by ~he airplane ~ith a change in the dihe-
dral amounting to
,, :
. .. . .
:. “.,. .. . .“, . .-.’
- ;-c{;’.
.. . . ..(A”v):O”’=;:.;”. g.
.. . . .,., .
., . . c.1::=.fll b/2
.,., . . . . .
. .
... ..-
‘.., .’.’. . . .
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. .
.. ... .. . . . ...,
..,. ,.
.,. .- -,2 X ,0.”Q625.N ~ ‘go
..’ (A do’= ‘— -e






0 ““is common to all C.gaThe “poimt ‘thus ‘61?.ta.i~ne~~or, C.a,.=.., .
,.
locations. “F.i&,e,,.,>;..r.ep,res ent~ tbe re~ation be bqeen the
stability limits” ca” “’!a,nd.,the. di$l.e.d,r.alof~”the w,in-g.for four
cog. locations. This leads to the conclusion that (e.g.),
at r/t = 0..4 “and”a. d:ihedral increased to: 4.8°, la$bral
stability is to be ex~ected up to Ca = 0.6.
. . .. ~...
...,.. . .. .
z,, Evaluation. of the. Tests of. a .Mod.el
...,.
:. . . . .
,: ,.,... . . .....
. ..’ ‘
-,of a“ Lov,-?l.ingTra.i”n.ingAirplane .‘
. ...





. . . .
Th”e a~ailable’ r.eszzlisof model tests opght: to inform
us regarding the controllability about the three airplane
axes in various mgles of attack. They are of very little
use for determiniq$ the ‘lateral ,$ta%ili.t.yjbecanse they
. . ..... ..
contain no””data regard.i,n.gtests, tiithou~ vertical “tail sur-
faces nor with vertical tail surfaces alone, nor regarding
rolling-moment tests at different win< dihedrals. The
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mates,. the test data indicating only t’ne general order of
magnitude . Despite these limitations, the evaluation af-
-fords us -ra.luable information.
..:.,
,.
. The model tests yield directly the following” mean val-
.l~es of the derivatives in arc units:
(c’mq) , (c’m~) = ~ 0.42 + 0.11 Ca “ _.. = 0.14,
. . .
.. (C’q) = -.(JOQ + ().(37~a
The quantities (CQ and (c’q) are noticeably af-
fected by the angle of attack, apparently due to low-wing
arrangement . The representation in terms of c
a
is made
possible by t-he available results of the three-component
tests with the wing and with the complete model. The lift
increase of the”win~ (A = 8.5) is C’a = 4.45. The mea.s-
ureii moment coefficients are based on the F ti. The ref-
erence point for the moments is the front end of the chord
in the middle of the wing. C’ms <0 denotes stability.
The mathematical conversion with respect to tlhe e.g.
of tile airplane and the wing span as reference data, ac-
cording to the formulas given in the’previous example,
yields, for ‘the moments a30ut the longit@inal axis (with
h/ti = 0.16, ti/b = 0.14), the v.a.lue
. .
C’* = [0,14 + (_ 0.44 + 0.07. Ca) 0.1”6] 0.140
q
= 0.01 (+ 0.0016 Ca)
Dlle to the small wing dihedral (about 1.5° = 0.026 rad.)
the anount of the rolling-moment increase is very sensi-
tive to ve,riations in the lateral forces. Coinparison witl.
the ca.lculate~ wing effect can therefore yield no criterion
regarding the accuracy of the calculation. Tile wing. effect,
according to the formula (see preceding ex~rnple)
Cla@ fM:=u I-ciZnA Su
—.=.




Su(vith b~ = 0.45) is
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This value (calculated with respect t~ b as the refer-
ence length) approximates t’he v~lv-e.of the model test
.!
.
‘i = 0414 x 0.140 s 0.02 .(c’mq)~
‘,7hi.c13.infi.ice.testhe noint of a.gplication of the lateral
force at about the heiqht of the winy chord on the fu-
selage (hi?h landi.n.qgear included).
The cclc~llation of the momsnts a~out the vertical
axis yields
~lm =[ =(-0.42 + 0.11 Ca) ‘+ (-0.44 + 0.07 Ca)$] 0.140
s
= 0.059 - 0.015 C2” = (0.062 n 0.010 Ca) :.
. .
These numbers indicate an exceptionally great directional
sta:o?lity. They show that neutra.l equilibrium (clms = O)
is obtained at the rearward e.g. locstions
r 0.059 - 0.15 Ca,
-=
t E052 - 0.107:
and indeed for
Ca = 0.2 0.4 40.6 0.3
(at g
t ~ 0.93 0.91 0.s9”0.97
‘T~le s~~are ~f the ~ertic~l t~il plan~s in the directional
stability C2T., for lacl~ of test clatz, le estimated only
from otk~er similar tests. It is aw:;roximately
On deducting” this value f~om the measured directional sta-
bil?tji; it is found. that the airplane without vertical
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r 0.035 - 0.15 Ca
.-—.
T=— 0.062 - 0.10 Ca
this leads to r/t = 0.5 ai the location
Of press-are of t’he lateral force on the fu-
en.gine nacelle, great height of rear portion
Accordingly the a“irpla.newithout vertical
is probably quite stable inherently with the
c.go locations (;/t = 0-.31 to 0.40)
tice.
occurring in pra.c-
Its ‘Irela.tivedirectional sta%ilitytf (equation 25)
iS.





= (2.46 - 0.63 Ca) - (2.58 - 0.42 Ca) ~
.yo~ Ca = OCq and r/t = 0.37 (by way of exfimple) (S%
‘1.32, which is very unfavorable for obtaining static lat-
eral stability.
.. . ...
The limit of the static lateral stability is again




C’ms ‘8i3cas3’sts2 ()-— . .aas F b~
“Tith the preceding n-americal values we have, as the equa-
tion of the limiting curve r/t = f(ca),
0.01 +, 0.0015 Ca, 1 Ca
.—— —— =- -
0.059 - 0.015 Ca - (0.062 - 0.010 Ca) ~ 8 0.024 X 0.32
.
.
_ = 0.059r - 0.015 Ca 0.000614 -f-0.0001 Ca
—— — —.—..——.
t 0,0:52 - 0.010 Ca (0.062 - 0.010 Ca)~
Comparison of this limiting curve (fix. 3) with the
corresmondf.n~ curve of the first example (fig. 1) shows
that, in this airplane with pract~.tally perfect .lqteral
Stability, incre~sin~ the d-ihed.ral can have no g~eat sf-
Tect. Corresponding to the data used for figure. 2; the
——= .
.
.— ,—— — —..-..-
. . . . .... -.-.-...-: . -:.:..... .. .. . .——----,.,. ... .. ~L,~,. . ..
.. ”.”. . . ..- .... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..’.-. ,.
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~. q“;lti’ty (L V) o is about -0. 70,” and the Ca limit foq the
‘““g~i-~~illgdihedral is abc)ut 0.02 fO:C a,ll c.’s. locations ac-
..”
;.,c.ard-~in-6.to figur.e 3 . The thus- dete~m:ned jet , for the ef-
‘.. <~e.~~j~.:bf.;c.han’.gesin” the dihedral , flows so smoothly that,
for practical reas”ons, the necessa,r;~ dihedral ankles are
no longer feasille.
~..
.It. is.-cuite nrofi.table to follow this exa.rnplema.th.e-,,., .
<aatic.ally, altiloug’h it is not very satisfactory in its nu-
..@eriti~,la bes”’and a~though the resu~ts are valid only in
their general order of ‘magnitude . It coinbines all the con-
fi.itioriswhich ..are unfavorable to the attainment of static
lateral sta.liility, naraely: low position of wing with small
diheti.ral an.,~le (no,transverse stability), short engine na-
c“el~e;”relatively high rear portion of fv.selage (ini2erent-
ly si;able fuselage), and relatively s-hort tail in comparis-
on with the winq s:~an (t~/b m 0.3~)C Practical e.xqerience
in cruisir.~: and in ila,t gliding with this airplane type dem-
onstrates the qualitative correctness of the calculated re-
sults. Neve,r,ti~ele:ss:the l:q.teralinstability is not dis-
agreea~b~e, so “lori~”as t’he p“il-otis si~re of his position with
respect to the horizon and can immediately correct every
d,evi,ation.,..either consciously or unconsciously, by the ha-
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~~~~le, in t-he two preceding exa,nples, a .fe~ available
fi,ata. ir.om.model. tests were v.sed to deter~ine’ the static
lateral stability of the airplane type unfi.er invest i~ation,
ail example will now he calculated for checking ..a.11,even
the dynamic, . lir~iting.’”confi.itidfi’s.o”fthe”’lat.eral stability.
As the basis for this, numerical values are adopted, which,
according t o structural calc~~lations and mo,d,el.t,ests for
conventional air-plane ty~oes, ,mav be regarded as mean values,
hut of course cannot be generalized.
.,
The onl~~ valil’e”which directly expresses the absolute
size of the airol=ae .is..t’h~span. .Asid..efrom.”.t’h-is,the
... ...-..?>..
“bnl-~-’-d”i’te”rionon i s t~he wing load.inz, while all other &ata
care nondimensional ratios or coefficients. The significance
. . . .
of this fact for the stability cons-itions was discussed at
the end of section II. The calculations are thus greatly
simplified. A further slight facilitation mj.ght he effect-
ed by eliminating the time scale (T-l) , since this does
not affect the stability conditions. This will be retained,
hovever, in the following calculations.
b) Time I’actors and Stability Limits for Ca = 0.7
The numerical calculations are “eased on the following
characteristic values of the airplane
b = 20 m, b/tin = A= 8, G/l’ = 60 kg/ins,
(Ve =.31.0 m/s),
ix _ 1 iw- 1 IS
—— —= 0.4,
b?~=?b




C’b r]:,= 3.75, ()c’(t) = -0.4; ~ = 0.47, *2 = 0.30,
Cdso= 0..004, clIis = 2.0, C!qo = -0.6, Clnqo = 0.01,
1 C1mso = -0.01 - o.b ‘r/-O= -0.01 - 0.075 r/tin.
(AU. coefficient gradients are in circular measure.)
Tile ‘trelative density 11of t-he airplane is accordingly
G 60
—= 5.10,
g P .F b/2 = 9.81 X 0.120 X 10
the tine scale*
-J== =‘=370“(T-l) s 9“81
*see footnote on next Pa~eo
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ZT = 0.248 + 0.’74 f~,
. .
tT .=
-0.342 - 2.57 r/tin + 27.4 fs,
iw = 0.,073 + 5..8o:fs, .
Y
k T =“0.57 -1-49:8 v, ‘-”
.’ .’
T~-
-u.. = 3.15, ,.
Y . . ,...’
~% = 9.36. . .I-
Zjle coefficients of the pri-ncipal equations are
..
,3 = 9.68 + 6.54 fs,. ... . .
~
.. = 4.5’7 - 2.58. ~+:90.2 f~, -
t~. .
D = -2.1 - 24.1 & 1- 272 f~, +4,0.2 f~2”+ ~2.8 V, “
-’, .
.
. . . . . . . . .. . . .
.—
*In order to avoid. misunderstandirigs in cornpa.ring with pre-
vious works, especially with the- numerical example of
2tic11sand von Ila.ranoff.(reference 3) , attention is here
called to the fact that the time scale used by Fuchs and l
Hopf is otherwise defined
.( v instead of\: . $.-)
. and therefore differs,’ etien in the order of magnitude,
. .from that here chosen (1.89 s-l instead of ‘0.37 s-l). The
time scale of Fuchs and Hopf is not only a function of the
wing loading, initial condition and air density, but also
of the absolute airplane size (wing span). It is equal to
tlie”scale T-l tiultiplied iy the relative’densit;r of the
airplatieo ,., . . . ,..
. . . .
,’”
TJ
[{5Q.25$’,.<’ (0.’0114:+CP)?::(’3,“6.+- 289 -f-.$ “::-{.!$‘“‘:’“ ~ “.
..... . . .. . .
-L(-1.07
..... ...




- (-2.84 - 24.1m~ + 2;7 f’~j + 29.9 VIutan Po. .tm , ,, .“.:,
.
,..
The fulfillment of the condition that, in s~a?)ility,
all coefficients must he -p”os-i%ive,d“epends, with a given
car on three variables: r/tml
~ > 0 and
fss ..a,n.d~(figo. 4) .
C > 0 are alw”ays’”fulf’illed, since fs must al-
ways %e greater than O. D>O is .fu~fil.led ,when
-,.
V Z 0.049 + 0.563 : ~ 6.35 f,s:- Q.940,f.s2.$,.
This limit is practically rectilinear,, since, for all tech-
nically possible’ values of fs, the -sumimand(.’0,94fs2<K
3.35 fs. E>O is fulfilled when, for the most important
s-~)ecialcase, horizontal flight, the relation
- 1.08 - 8.10 ~..+ 86.4 ts _ ~ ~lyz : ..
~~— .,
3.6 +289 fs
is fulfilled. This condition is clecisi~e fo’r the dihedral. .
R = 3CD - ~s - 323 S 3(CD - i3E) > 0 yields a further
liiuiting relation between v and fs. In horiztonal flight
this must.le
.-












13? - 110.4; + 3129 fs - 49o fS2
..
r~l~s limit (similar to D = O) shows a practically perfect
rectilinear cour se...It repi-esents -a very fla;t arc of the
exact limit . R’=’ 3CD .- 112 - B2E =’~0, w“nich .conti’”n-aesimi-
larly to” a h~~er%ola far. beyond ‘the practically p~o.ssi%le..
re’~ion (f.ig..5)6 .: . ‘.” :’”. ‘ -~. .~-.: ; , “ -
. . . . .. . . . .. . .:, ,,. ...“:x , ..:.:1-.: - ~<., . .-!...., . .
The. ‘in-cYin.ation! o“f ‘titieWW6” l~i.ki~t’ihg 1iri-& D = O and
R= O is approximately determined by the relations .
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. .
i7here t~ is a linear .f?lnct.ionof f~ , and where kT is
a linear function of u. The sign of the numerical value of
L~x (almost always negative) is decisive. Furthermore, it
.. .. .
is a--p’arent that the, “l,i’’mit“P = O. of. .the”,s”tabl.eregion is .
a~~~ay~ Beyond the limit “‘R ‘=“O. and.”i s“theref ore, without
pra,ctic~l importance. , “S~~c~, R ~ O for D = O and. E = ,0.,
these th’ree limiting line-s rnu,st.,’i.n$ersect one another at
the same point,*. ,., -. ,!
. .
The dynami~~,lly stable ”re’gion is “accordingly included
between the limit ing’lines E=O and’ R=O. It is woT-
thy of note that dynamic lateral stability is possible,
even with static directional instability-, and also with a
slj.~ht transverse instability. The main reason for this,
as already metioned, is. t’he-.geiietally”iiegative roll-yarning
moment 1 Tlnis stabilit~ region, however, is not util-
izable in‘x~light , since it expresses itself, Then inclined,
in reeling v$bra.ti,ons {stable at firstb tit ‘only”sli,ghtly
daraped), as. de.scribed .”by.~ehlen (reference 4) and in my pre-
vious,report (referedce 1)”. :Tlie’:’condition of st’atic direc-
tional stability t~’~”.O~”iS the practically’ simple.st and al-
ways ~sufficient stability.lim’it fn”“pl&ce”“of ‘R = 0;’: St-is
indei>endent of v and therefore repiese~i~s”’a parallel to t-he
V-axis with the abscissa
f.s = 0.0125 + 00094 ; ““’
...., ..
.411 techn~,cally,i~portant considerations are hereby limited
between static d.i.rectional indifference and static lateral
indifference’:. .
.
‘J&e eff’’ect.of the inclination of the “fli~ht path On
the static late’ral stability can here be represented only
on tie express assumption that the stability conditions
are not seriously affected by t-ne propeller slipstream. A
gliding flight:. (VO.=
~rcta;’ c~/ca)” hith zero propeller
thrust ca,n,,of, cour.se$ not. be directly’ compared with’s hor-
izon~,al lf,i,gh.t,..(:qo= o- w.itli1ike ca) :with prope Iler ~
..
llLat&ra.~Stability . l s11“ 1’077 (Gar~er ~-- )~~i:gure.:l.in R.; .3U.
is in t“fiisrespect open to objection, even as a rough ap-
proximation.
. . .




.,...,:.# -. . . .:
‘-.’.-’... ..”.:::,...,. .. .. .... .
thrust eoual to the drag, v7it-boutinvestigating the vari-
ations in the influ-ence o.f,.%he. ‘sl-i-.p.stream..between these
t.,?ooperating coalitions. The rgost important effect is to
be exps.cted on the directional st~.bility, since the verti-
cal tail surfaces are mtistly i,n:”:t2i&-”slipstream.?lxhaustive
tests have not yet been made, however, Occasional” tests
sIho”wno consistent hehavi,o.r.....T~e,.a?.dition or subtraction
:of the directional. stability .~inp“owered flight, as compared
wiijh gliding flight .-, .se~ms::fo bp~indeycndent of the desi.qn
of the airplane.
,,,.-:.. ;
l~otwiths tanging””this..uncertainty$ the limit of the :..
static lateral stabi’iit~ in~gliding flight is represented
l,7ithzero propeller’ t’hrust,“Zn”oYder to show at least the’
order of magnitude of the effect of the inclination of tllo
fli~ilt path. ~ereby it is.assuwed that the disappearance
of the slipstream iiflz~ence is negligible. With cm = 0.07
at .Ca= 0.7, i.e. tan cpo = -0,1 or ~. % -60, the equation
of the ligit E = O reads ‘“~
.- .. .




6.6 + 289 fs.
. ;>
..,.
.~The consequent r~equisite dihedrals are considerably sinaller
than in horizont.~. .fliqht (fig. 4). It is therefore to he..-.,
.exp,ected that ati airplane w’hic-hhas only slight lateral
.:stability in-heir?.zopta,lflight, will (with the same lift co-
efficient) show a noticeable increase in static. lateral sta-
bility in gliding fligh-t.
‘c) Lateral. Stabilitj in “Terms of the Lift Coefficient Ca
.;-
.“..
Lateral disturbin~ motions in straightaway flight with
different initial conditions (ca) are distinguished at
first ‘I& t’heir dying a~a,y ~ith time,
the time scale (T!-l~ c
tihich is designated by
a-Z) in terms of -ca. As already
mentioned , this variation fias no effect on the stability
. conditions.
.
Beyond tliiS, however, the time factors zw and
‘%
are linearly dependent on C2.” The intermediate variabilit-
y of the other time factors, whose aerodynamic coefficients
according to model tests are sometimes slightly dependent
..:..
.
. . . .. .. . . . . .. . ..
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.
on Ca, is generally of sv.borilinate izrportance in the” mid-
dle Ca “,region (u-pto Ca s 0.8) and may here be disregard-
ed. Tine stabilitjr condition Zl>o is scarcely affected
“in the ~norma.1 region ly variations in Cao The condition
.,
C,:> O must never be endangered, since, due to ZQX ~ O,
“the summand -Qj kK ~ O must be regarded. The same re-
‘suit is rea.ched~’by corresponding considerations regartdi-ng
j)>oand-~”>o,
On the other hand the condition E > 0 of the static
lateral stability is greatly influenced by changes in the
initial magnitude of Ca. If the function
.. .
( 3.15 \l%, = 4.50 ca\= ‘Caj
J o.?
introduced instead 0$ the value
.,.. ~1, = 3.15, which is valid
2or c = 0.’7, the equation for the-limiting lines E = O
then r~ads:
_lo54
- 11.56 ~ + 123.5 fs
v z ————.— Ca - 0.0114.
3.6 + 239 fs
In figure 5, Ca is introduced into the expression V(fs)
as a parameter with t-ne same e.g. location r/t = 0.35,
-qor other cog”
~ locations, the corresponding groups of lines
follow exactly the same course as the original displacement
,.show-ain fi~ure 4.
i;oreover, the limit E = O can be variously expressed
in the form
(0.0114 + V) (3.6 + 289 fs) -
- (-1.54 - 11.55 $+ 123.5 fs) Ca=o
according to thechoice of the parameter an?. axes (from the
.@Aour veriahles v, fs, r/t, Ca), so tliat data can be ob-
tained in a predetermined direction.
..
Of the-six possibie methods of presentation [aside
from the likewise corres;oond.ing figure 6) only the tvo most
.. -... . .
important ones will be c.onsiderefl.
...
in fiq.res ‘?a to ‘?c three sizes of the vertical tail
-.
s-.~y.faces.(~s/F) and tkree dihedral an<les (v) are taken
a< ,parameterso - to what initial condi-I%e C-;zrvessti-o~.vm v
ti-ons (ca) 9 dependent” on t-~e rearward. location of t-he e.g.
(r//) , Static lateral stability is to be expected. l?;l~~
manner .of presenting the problem is tile only ‘one.ope-n for
a i’ixe? .airpla.neform. “ Its graphic representation corre-
s-ponds to the results of the two precedin.q examples accord-
ia:y to the results of the model tests (figsO I. and 3) .
...-
‘.,..
“::”8ato 8c sho~,Fibgr+s for three sizes (Fs/F) ,of the
vertical tail snrfaces and three e.g. locations (r/t), up
to mhat initial conditions (ca), dependent on the dihedral
a~gl e (V),” static lateral stability 5s present. Thi s
graph corresponds to the first numerical example (fig. 2) .
Figures 6 to 8 show that, in t-he present case, it is
?ossible, wit-nout unusual ~eas~ives, to attain lateral sta-
bility within the reqion of norzml lift.
v . sumARY
The DV~ Reno~t 272 on latere,l stability (in addition
to the formal d~sc-~ssion o: the problem) explained the..
technical Significance of ‘the theoretical results and ga,ve
general sug~ estions for their practical evaluation in air-
plane desj ?n. In the sections I and II of thins supplement- -
ary report a few additi~pal data are introduced which are
of importance for the mathematical application of the tlre-
ory. In section 111 the previous technical results are a-
:ain briefl~~ sumw.arizefi.
.
Section IV of this report contains three mathematical
examples, two of ~’hic-n are evaluations of avafi:a%le. moldel-
test results and one a carefully el.3-Dorate3.numerical ex-
am-~le. The evaluations are inten.~.ed to show t~.e minimam
d..lte necessary fo~ a rough c.nlculztion of ths lateral sta-
bility and ‘ho-nfar incomplete data can be supplemented”..~y
alditiona.1 estimations. The nunerical example shows ihat,.-.
in addition to t-he static directional stability, only the,
static later:]l stability of the atrpla.ne needs to”le de- “
tel.~.in~do This is affected, ~~on~ other things, by the
size of the vertic~.1 tail surfaces, the dihedral angle of
tile wins, ‘Dy the rearward location of the e.g. and by t-he
fli.yilt’condition (ca) . The natl~re of these relations is
.,.~ .——
.,~.... -. ..... . ..:.-.,-..,-<:. .,...- ...... ,, ~ ..-, .. . . . . . ., -.
,.— —.
,. ,,., . .
-----
.:,
.-, ,.. .+, ..- ., ... . ..’. . . .. . “.,
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clarified by a series of graphs with various a~rangements
of parameters and axis variables.
The results show that, with a skillful utilization of
all the possibilities in designing, lateral stability can
alvays be attained insofar as considered necessary for the
purpose of the airplane.
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stability with given dihe-
dral, in terms of e.g. 10-




stalility for three e.g. lo-
cations (r/t), in terms of
tinedihedral ( ‘O)andinitial
condition (ca).









1,I1I Fim~~-e.Z,(example2).-Limit~1 of static lateral
“~1~ stability vithgiven formof
1
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Figure 4.(example 3).-Liw.itsof d~na~ic lateral stability with given
initial contitio-n(ca)for t.lmeec.~. locations
(r/t), in terms of size of vertical tail surfaces (l’s/F)-anddihedral
(~).
—.— —. . . . . . . —
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‘i’heoreticallimits of dynamic lateral sta%ility.Figure 5.(example 3).-.
Wais figwe shows in particular the course of the
limit R = O (alove-.a .25°in rough approximation) and location of
practical region. Fig. 4C was taken from this.
Figure 6.(example ?).-Lit~itsof static laterai stability with given e.g.
location (r/t) for tlnreeinitial conditions (ca),
in terms of size of vertical tail surfaces @s/F) and dihedral (v).
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Figure 7.(exanple 3).-Limits of static
lateral sta.hilitj-
for th-reedihedral angles CC) and thrc~
vertical-tail-surfaceareas (1’~/Y),in





static lateral stability for
~nree C.g. locations (r/t)
and tln-eevertical-tail-
surface areas (F.-./F),in
terms of dihedral (“~ and
initial condition (ca).
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